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1 Introduction

The automotive components and systems are becoming more and more complex. Furthermore, the number of components in a car also increases steadily and thus the likelihood of a product failure. It is obvious that safety should never be compromised. But also product failures in non-safety critical functions lead to displeased end-customers and a lost of reputation in case of public product recalls, which is often not quantifiably in cost. Therefore, it is an absolutely must in the automotive industry to avoid product failures. Infineons answer is a living automotive excellence program, which includes e.g. the Zero Defect Production. In order to support the lowest possible FIT (failure in time) rate in the field, preventive measures for avoiding product failures as well as reduction of failures in the field are demanded. One possibility is a seamless traceability of the production materials and manufacturing processes, which can also avoid product piracy, as materials, processes and equipment can be traced back to the origin.

The Easy Automotive power modules have implemented a considerably set of traceability measures. These are explained in this application note. But traceability must not be aborted after the modules are shipped to the customer. Therefore, hints for continuing a seamless traceability on the customer side are given as well as the identification of module-IDs, tray-IDs, which is the key to achieve such a tracing functionality. Therefore, module and tray labels are explained, that the customer easily finds the right numbers and IDs for the traceability concept.

Please note that only the automotive version of the Easy power module has fully implemented the traceability measures described in this application note. See Figure 1a how to identify an Easy Automotive module.
2 Explanation of the Module Markings

2.1 Module appearance

![Figure 1 Front view of module with markings (a), back view of module (b)](image)

Figure 1a shows the type designation and markings on the module. The back of the module has a small DMX code. A specific module orientation can be recognized mechanically by the pinning, the fill hole for the isolating gel on the module top side as well as optically e.g. with the missing markings on the back of the module.
2.1.1 Type Designation

The type designation tree for the Easy Automotive product family is shown in Figure 2. The automotive version can be identified simply by the “A” at the end of the type designation. “Specific Topology” indicates that this module type has a specific pinning or chip configuration. For example: the FZ30R07W1E3_B31A module has 30A IGBTs, 6A diodes and special pinning dedicated for automotive high voltage PTC heater or HV switch applications. The conditions for blocking voltage and DC current rating is noted in the corresponding datasheet and is further explained in [1].

Figure 2 Module Type Designation of the Easy Automotive Product Family. Noted options (e.g. voltage classes) show the product portfolio end of 2011. Please see www.infineon.com for the latest Easy Automotive product portfolio.
2.1.2 Module Datecode
The datecode on the power module has the following format: GYYWW

G: This letter indicates that the product is “green” / RoHS conform. The meaning is quite similar to the lead free symbol on the module tray (see section 3.1.4).

YY: Production Year

WW: Production Week

G1115 of the sample in Figure 1 means that the module production started in calendar week 15 in year 2011.

2.1.3 Module Serial Number
The serial number is a 5 digit number: xxxxx

It starts from 0 for each production lot. Please note that serial number alone is not unique! Only the production lot & the serial number of the power module gives a bijective ID. These numbers are stored in the “large” DMX code on the front side of the module housing. See section 2.1.4 for explanation of the DMX code contents.

2.1.4 Data matrix (DMX) code
A data matrix code (DMX code) is a two-dimensional barcode with an improved failure correction and lower space requirements compared to the 1 dimensional barcodes (e.g. code 128). The DMX code appearance and reading is normed in following standards: ISO/IEC 16022 and ISO/IEC24720.

![Sample Data Matrix Code](image)

Figure 3 Data matrix (DMX) code sample

Figure 3 shows a sample DMX code, which is printed on an Easy Automotive module. The selection edge can be seen in the lower left corner. The code on the housing represents a bijective module-ID (number).

2.1.4.1 Content DMX Code on the Module front
The information linked to this module-ID/number contains:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Content of the Code</th>
<th>Digit</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Module serial number</td>
<td>1-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Module material number</td>
<td>6-11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production order number</td>
<td>12-19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datecode (production year)</td>
<td>20-21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Datecode (production week)</td>
<td>22-23</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Compared to the alphanumeric datecode and serial number printed on the housing. The combination of serial number, material number and datecode in the DMX allows a bijective module ID for several billion modules.

2.1.4.2 Content DMX Code on the Module back
The small DMX code on the module back side is only for Infineon internal processes. It contains no specific information for the customer, as all data is linked to the larger DMX code on the module front side.

2.1.5 UL mark
The UL mark on the housing indicates that the Easy power module is an UL Recognized Component. The product family was tested under the UL Standard for Safety for Electrically Isolated Semiconductor Devices, UL 1557, Fourth Edition, dated June 14, 2006. The insulation system to ground of these devices has been successfully tested for an isolation voltage of 2500 V. The maximum operation junction temperature is 150°C.

2.1.6 GND sign
The GND sign indicates that the module has a basic insulation (class 1 according to IEC 61140) and has to be mounted to a chassis with earth/neutral potential.

3 Explanation of the Tray Label
The label on the tray is fixed in a way that the important data is visible both from the top side and front side of the tray. This is important, as the trays are normally stored on stocks as shown in Figure 4

Figure 4 A stock of Easy module trays.
3.1 Tray Label Appearance

Figure 5 shows a typical tray label. The folding edge indicates which information can be seen on the top side and front side of the module tray. As shown in Figure 4 the front side is visible even if the trays are stored in a stack.

Figure 5 Tray label (typical appearance).
3.1.1 Production Lot
The production lot starts with (1T) as identifier followed by a 8 digit alphanumeric code. Typically 1X at the beginning indicates an Easy 1B and 2X an Easy 2B automotive module.

3.1.2 Sales Product Number
The sales product number starts with (1P) as identifier. SP Numbers indicates a productive part. SA numbers are used for engineering samples. However, not productive parts have a different label tray format and do not have traceability measures implemented.

3.1.3 ESD Symbol
The warning symbol indicates that the devices in the tray are susceptible to electrostatic discharge. The power modules are rated in the ESD sensitivity level (per AEC-101 specification) as follows:
- Human Body Model HMB: ≥ 8 kV
- Charged device Model CDM: ≥ 1 kV

3.1.4 Lead free symbol
The symbol indicates that the devices in the tray do not contain lead. Furthermore the Easy Automotive Module is RoHS conform, which means, that it does not contain any of the six substances: lead, mercury, cadmium, hexavalent chromium, poly-brominatedbiphenyls or polybrominated diphenyl ethers, in quantities exceeding maximum concentration values given in the RoHS standard.

3.1.5 Tray Datecode
The datecode on the tray has the following format: YYWW
YY: Production Year
WW: Production Week
This code is given at the beginning of the production lot and thus is similar to the modules inside the tray. Exception is a mixed production lot where two different module datecodes can appear in a tray.

3.1.6 Backend Construction Number
The 8 digit construction number is an Infineon internal number only, which is used in the production. It contains no relevant data for the customer.

3.1.7 Tray Serial 1
This barcode is a composition of the backend construction number, the production lot and the tray serial number. In this example it contains the following data:
X95056609 1T2X0003E0 S754389
This number is bijective and can be used for implementation of tracability measures. However, this barcode may be sometimes not readable e.g. if several trays are stored in a stack. Therefore, this content is also stored in a barcode on the tray front side (see subsection 3.1.11).
3.1.8 Printer ID

This alphanumeric number is the ID of the labelprinter. In case the label print has failures (e.g. problems at the readout) the ID gives the possibility to trace this issue back to a certain label printer.

3.1.9 Tray DMX

This DMX code on the tray is a composition of all numbers stored the other barcodes. In this example it contains the following data (not relevant data is indicated with “#”):

\[
\Delta## \text{ X95056609 1T2X0003E0 9D1139 Q15 1PSP00865130 ### ### S754389}\Delta
\]

- Backend construction number
- Production lot datecode
- Quantity
- Sales product number
- Tray serial number

This number is bijective (similar to tray serial 1 and 2) and can be used for implementation of traceability measures.

3.1.10 Tray content numbers

The tray content numbers is a composition of different numbers as shown in Figure 6. The “identifiers” in the brackets ensure, that the following number can be linked to a specific content in the software systems. After the (240) identifier follows the material number in this example. The material number is an Infineon internal representative for the corresponding module designation (FS75R07W2E3_B11A). After the (10) identifier follows the production lot, the quantity and a three digit serial number.

![Figure 6 Tray content numbers (typical appearance).](image)

3.1.11 Tray Serial 2

This barcode a composition of the backend construction number, the production lot, the tray serial number, date code and quantity.

This code is quite similar to the tray serial number 1 and is bijective. It can be used for implementation of traceability measures. Compared to the tray serial number 1, this barcode is also visible if several trays are stored in a stack.
4 Implemented traceability measures in Easy Automotive

Before traceability features can be implemented, it is a must to identify bijectively the particular part in the manufacturing process. In order to achieve such an identification, the Easy Automotive module has a DMX chip on the DCB (gives an DCB-ID) and a DMX code on the module housing (gives an Module/Housing-ID), as shown in Figure 7. The DMX chip is quite similar to printed DMX code - it simply has a bijective number.

These bijective numbers can now be scanned before a particular manufacturing process. Materials, processes and also equipments can now be linked in a software system to these numbers, which are scanned from the DMX codes. At the assembly process of the module housing is is possible to link the DCB-ID to the Module-ID.

Figure 8 illustrates the stored information in the traceability software. Materials, processes and equipments are linked to the DCB-ID or Module-ID. The DCB-ID and module-ID are linked together and a tray-ID is linked to the module IDs, which are in this particular tray.

The capability of the implemented traceability measures becomes more clear by a simple example: "If the customer sends the tray-ID to Infineon, the modules in this tray and even which IGBTs and diodes were assembled, including all it’s specific x,y positions on the particular silicon wafer and the data of the electrical and mechanical endtest (see Figure 8)" can be identified.
5  **Continuing the traceability at customer side**

This chapter gives an overview about continuing a seamless traceability of the power module beyond the Infineon internal supply chain.

Figure 9 Simplified illustration for a seamless traceability concept over the entire supply chain.
The Figure 9 shows a traceability concept over the entire supply chain. In each step where different parts are combined to a “new” part it has to be ensured that the materials, processes and equipments are linked to the corresponding bijective ID numbers. In each process step of Figure 9 an ID number can be traced back to the beginning (i.e. the Module Manufacturing) and can also be traced forward to the last process step (i.e. the final car).

The supplier, which is responsible for the Easy module assembly is responsible not to break the traceability chain for later customers, e.g. the car manufacturers. Therefore, two basic traceability steps have to be considered:

1. **Scan the tray label and link the tray-ID to the stock location when module trays are shipped:**
   Several options exist to get the bijective tray-ID.

   **Option 1:** Scan DMX code on the tray top side
   **Option 2:** Scan bar code on the tray top side
   **Option 3:** Scan barcode on tray front side

   ![Scan module DMX](https://example.com)

2. **Scan the DMX code on the module housing and link module ID to the assembled system:**

   ![Typical appearance](https://example.com)
The first step, where the tray-ID is scanned is highly recommended. It gives the opportunity to identify which particular modules are still on stock and are not assembled yet. The second step is mandatory for the traceability, where the scanned Module ID is linked to the assembled system ID.

6 References

The referenced application notes can be found at http://www.infineon.com

[1] Infineon Application Note AN2010-09, “Explanation of Technical Information”.  
